
Heal’s collaborates with 
emerging artists to launch 
the new 1810 collection

-
ABOVE (FROM LEFT) Sevak Zarganian Small Yellow Pendant £145, Medium Green Pendant £195; Jesper Jensen Set of 3 Glasses 
and Jug £60; Heal’s 1810 Le Jardin D’ete by Claire de Quenetain Large Round Tray (49cm) £40, Small Salad Bowl (24cm) £25, 
Oval Platter (40cm) £40; Iris Medium Salad Bowl £35, Large Salad Bowl £70; Cuba Red Rim Speckled Bowl £12; LSA Molton 
Vase Amber Small £28, Large £38; Heal’s Brunel Dining Table by Rob Scarlett £445

H eal’s has commissioned 
three emerging UK 
artists to create new 
Heal’s 1810 designs 

for Spring/Summer 2015. Claire 
de Quénetain and the creative 
duo Danny Augustine and Adam 
Bridgland are all graduates from the 
Royal College of  Art, London (RCA).

Pia Benham, Head of  Fabrics and 
Design says, “The main inspiration 

for the new Heal’s 1810 collection 
is summer gardens interpreted in a 
fresh, colourful and painterly style. 
We wanted to keep lots of  movement 
and detail within the designs, and by 
working with the new artists, we allow 
their personal style to shine though 
within the designs, and help us create 
a bold and individual collection.”

French-born Claire de Quénetain, an 
MA in Printed Textiles, is known for 
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“By working with the new 
artists, we allow their 

personal style to shine though 
within the designs, and 

help us create a bold and 
individual collection.”

PIA  BENHAM 
HE AD OF  FABRIC S  &  DESIGN

http://www.heals.co.uk/icat/brand_heals_1810


Heal’s has been designing, making 
and selling quality furniture for more 
than two centuries now, so it’s no 
surprise that it’s known as ‘the 
home of modern and contemporary 
designer furniture’.  Starting out as 
a bed-makers in 1810, and later 
embracing the ideals of the Arts 
and Crafts movement, Heal’s has 
a long history of collaborating with 

prominent designers. Heal’s is as 
passionate today as it’s always 
been about introducing new ranges, 
discovering stars of the future and 
pushing the boundaries of outstanding 
contemporary design.
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her expression of  marks and forms 
through paintings and drawings. De 
Quénetain’s new design for Heal’s 
1810, Le Jardin D’ete, depicts a 
hand-drawn floral pattern reflecting 
the artist’s personal passion for the 
outdoors. With a painterly effect, the 
design is digitally printed onto fabrics, 
cushions, kitchen textiles, trays and 
hand-painted onto tableware. Prices 
start from £10.

London-based duo Danny Augustine 
and Adam Bridgland, also with 
MA’s in Fine Art Printmaking, first 
collaborated on an exhibition in 
May 2014. Together, they created a 
collection of  large mono print works 
exploring themes of  lust and love, 
by painting directly onto the screen 
print mesh before printing. The duo 
has created an exclusive series of  
abstract, hand-painted floral prints 

which spans both the mediums of  
print and painting. As the artists paint 
directly onto the screen mesh, there 
is only one original for each design 
created. Highlighted by their bright 
colour palette, the exclusive prints by 
Augustine and Bridgland are available 
on a selection of  cushions for Heal’s 
1810 (from £45). ●
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-
ABOVE (FROM LEFT) Heal’s 1810 Thursday Cushion £55, Parade Cushion £55 and The Balcony Cushion £45, all by 
Danny Augustine and Adam Bridgland
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